


Color Waves
Multi Purpose 
Color Waves is our designer-driven colour book series, designed to provide a complete room setting from drapery and bedding to upholstery and 

accents. The standout patterns from Color Waves this season include luxurious Belgian velvets, chic hand-block inspired prints with pleat detailing, 

and subdued upscale menswear looks. 

Neutral Territory is a collection of must-have neutrals from pale eggshell and grey to deeper tones of zinc and walnut to warm things up.

Domino Effect is a bold and graphic combination of black and white with shots of ochre and gold.

Gardenia is inspired by the combinations of hues found in nature. Aqua, indigo blues and grass greens are accented with pops of tomato red and 

soft pink.

Easy Rider IV
Upholstery
The latest Easy Rider release introduces 

three patterns: two classic faux-hides and 

a highly useable mini-basketweave texture, 

all suitable for contract and residential use.

All patterns are suitable for commer-

cial application 

Weave Works IV
Multi Purpose
The Weave Works series is our category 

for upholstery solids and textures. Pattern 

Tesseract is a classic basketweave with a 

sleek hand available in a deep colour line, 

from European-inspired fashion hues to a 

large range of neutrals.

Pattern Tesseract passes 200K double 

rubs Wyzenbeek 

Weave Works V
Multi Purpose 
Pattern Grenoble is a chunky construction 

with a natural, matte finish and 50% cot-

ton content. Standout colourways are the 

mid-century earthy bright shades of aqua, 

olive and orange.

Pattern Grenoble passes 90K double 

rubs Wyzenbeek 

Featured: Color Waves - Sundrop 318, Nazar 302, In Motion 304, Shalimar 241, Sundrop 244, Windermere 234, Spheres 205, Oakhurst 117, Burst 

118, Purrfect 151, Transformer 139, Lacebark 133, Abbraccio 137, Eye Opener 317. Sheer Style - Royce 2812, Lenny 39, Dunaway 35, Avedon 

267, Biba 104, Veruschka 37, Dali 265.  

Sheer Style
Drapery
Our new wide-width sheer book is sleek 

and fashion-forward, with the entirety 

passing NFPA 701 for commercial use. 

Textural netting looks are shown alongside 

large and small-scale motifs in metal-in-

spired tones from white gold to deep 

copper and bronze. Matte constructions 

are contrasted against subtle, shimmery 

looks to provide a wealth of options for 

any setting.  

All patterns pass NFPA 701

Featured: Easy Rider IV - Hidalgo 735, Bandit 749, Pinto 748, Hidalgo 747, Bandit 719, Pinto 722, Hidalgo 720, Bandit 727, Pinto 728, Bandit 729, 

Pinto 730, Pinto 731, Bandit 732, Bandit 718, Bandit 717, Pinto 715, Bandit 750, Bandit 705, Pinto 706, Hidalgo 707, Bandit 709. Weave Works 

IV - Tesseract 29, 31, 26. Weave Works V - Grenoble 18, 19, 21, 22, 25. 
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Home & Garden Act III
Upholstery 
The Home and Garden series continues with Act III, a collection of patterns and 

textures inspired by an upscale mountain retreat locale. Cozy greys and neutrals are 

livened up with hits of navy, honey gold and warm Nantucket red, all with a soft, 

sophisticated hand that works both indoors and out. Act III features patterns in 100% 

Sunbrella acrylic as well as designs in 100% Bella-Dura polyolefin. Both fiber types are 

solution-dyed, bleach cleanable, fade resistant, anti-microbial and come with a five-

year limited warranty.

Featured: Notches 903, To and Fro 812, Broadband 702, Mirador 2801, Broadband 

704, Wild Side 823, Rocky Road 7502.

Home & Garden Act IV
Upholstery
Home and Garden Act IV is a perfect companion to the previous Acts, but also a 

go-to contract-suitable indoor/outdoor book. Act IV is a collection of five textures and 

solids in 100% Bella-Dura polyolefin, including a chunky bouclé and a plush chenille. 

Highly durable and with excellent resistance to pilling, all patterns are solution-dyed, 

bleach cleanable, fade resistant, anti-microbial and come with a five-year limited 

warranty.

All patterns pass 50 – 100K double rubs Wyzenbeek

Featured: South Bay 210, Salty Dog 838, 848, South Bay 206, Anchor Watch 506, 

South Bay 204, Anchor Watch 513, Skipjack 807, 801, South Bay 213. 

Saturn
Drapery
Pattern Saturn is a faux silk look with the 

slubs, depth and surface interest charac-

teristic of tussah. The soft palette focuses 

on watery and earthy shades, perfect for a 

full drapery treatment in a commercial or 

residential setting.

Pattern Saturn passes NFPA 701 

Featured: Saturn 05, 06, 13, 14. 


